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Senate implored to protect student's rights
Off-campus arrests prompt call for action
by Jodi Wallin
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The SCSU administration
moved
quickly
to
remind
students
of school
policy
regarding off-campus behavior in
the wake of more than 150 arrests
linked to SCSU students.

in off-campus criminal activity.

During open gallery
at
the
Student
Government meeting
Thursday night, Bill
Huston implored the
mostly silent student
senate to get involved in
the matter.
He asked Student

representatives of the student body,
to protect students'

week as I did last week," Houston
said in reference to the university's

rights.
statement that any off-campus
"It's the role of the behavior which affects the lawful
courts, the police, the education mission of the school
city-not the role of · may be subject to disciplinary
university (to police actions on-campus.
student's behavior offSen. Mike Baker was concerned
campus)," Huston said. about the public relations problems
I'm pretty sure that I forthesenateandSCSUifthebody
learned as much this chose to intervene.

'"The number one priority (of
this government) is the students, not
the faculty and staff," Huston
said.
The students would think more
of the Student Government if the
student government did something
(to protect student's rights) before
it's too late."
1be senate did not take any
official action.

HeaUh
plan
changes
for state
employees
by Frank Rajkowski
STAFF WRITER

Lukas Johnson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Brian Millard and Jill Pogatshnik enjoy Saturday night's weather by having a bonfire on the banks of the Mississippi
River in St. Cloud.
·

Students work political campaign trail
by Monica Erion
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

With general elections to be held Nov. 5,
students at SCSU are showing their
support for qmdidates by interning or
volunteering their time to work with
campaigns.
More than 20 students are helping with the
U.S. Congressional campaigns of Democratic
Senator Paul Wellstone and Congressman
Collin Peterson, said John Skoog, 7th

Congressional District coordinator for the
United Democratic Foi'um.
"I think students in general tend to lean
toward being more democratic," Skoog said.
"It's just a phase in life-they tend to be more
open-minded."
Senior Silva Palmer, treasurer for the
SCSU chapter of College Republicans, said
she and senior Aaron Frederickson afe
working on the campaign of Republican State
Senator Dave Kleis (R) for the District 16
senate seat.

Frederickson said there about 10 to 15
students helping out with Republican
campaigns.
"Our group is very small," Palmer said.
"We're sLill in an organizational phase. That's
why we haven't mobilized for (Republican
7th District congressional candidate) Darrel
(McKigney) or (U.S. Senate candidate) Rudy
(Boschwitz)."

Go lO POLITICS, PAGE 7 .•

For the second year in a row, state
employees in Steams County face a change
in their low-cost health care provider as the
state has designated ?- new health care plan
with that distinction for 1997.
State Health Care Plan Select will replace
Medica Premier as the least expensive option
state employees can chose from when
deciding which health care plan they will
choose for the upcoming year.
Medica Premier replaced Blue
Cross/Blue Shield as the low-cost health care
provider last · year. The State of Minnesota
designates certain plans as the low-cost
health care provider on a county-by-county
basis. State Health Care Plan Select has been
picked as the low-cost provider in Sherburne
and Benton Counties.
Bud Johnson, manager of the state
employee group insurance program, said this
is the first time in years that all three counties
in the St. Cloud area have had the same plan
earn that designation. He said that will make
the health care seJCCtion process easier a1

scsu.

'1t's complicated at a place like SCSU in
which employees live in all three counties,"
Johnson said. "When you have employees in
a concentrated area like that, and then their
split down the middle, it's tough."

Go 10 HEALTH, PAGE 7 •

Two
WHAT'S

HAPPENING
TUESDAY
Fall qu.arter class
withdrawal deadline
Classes can be dropped
by using the touch tone
phone system

Opportunities Fair
10 a.m.-1:30 p.m. AMC
main lounge

Volleyball
7 p.m. vs. Mankato State
University at Halenbeck Hall

WEDNESDAY

CAMPus & CoMMUNTIY
New cultural center
holds name contest

THURSDAY
Graduate School
informatic;m day .,
11 a.m. - 2:30 p.m., South
Voyageurs room, AMC

Native American
• Seminar
noon, South Glacier room,
AMC Native American
Philosophical Foundation in
Education, by Vivian
Delgado.

Minnesota Orchestra
7:30 p.m. St. Benedict's
College. Call 363-Sm for
more information.

Don't Eat the Daisies
9 p.m. at the Red Carpet

Jake Hammond
9 p.m. at the Java Joint

St. John's senate cuts
newspaper funding

The Record, student newspaper for St. John's
University, had its funding cut for the first time
in five years.
Editor Tammy Oseidbelieves the cut in funds
has to do with stories the newspaper ran last
spring critical of the student senates' spe_nding.
Oseid believes the cut also may have been
The center involves students from Native influenced by the fact she is the newspaper's first
American communities as a well as intemationaJ · woman erntor.
student groups., the Hmong community African
Americans and Chicano/Chicana group
The new name would reflect the diversity of
the students it serves.The winner will be
announced at the opening ceremony Oct. 23.
Contestants should leave their cultural center
If you can pound a nail, paint a wall or
name idea in a box in the cultural center room in perform other construction oriented tasks,
AMC117.
Habitat for Humanity is looking for you.
Cair Sarju Shrestha at 203-1326 or Marvin
Volunteers are needed on two locations, 1019
Lyman at 203-1345 for more information.
. Washington Memorial and 141 36thAve. N., St.

Cloud. Workdays on the frrst site are Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday "from 9 am - 1 p.m.
Workers for the second location are needed on
Saturdays from 9 am. - l p.m.

Got a great idea for what a cultural center

should be called? A name that says more than
cultural center? Something inviting, with pizazz
yet dignity?
If you think you do, you could win a T-shirt
as this week the new cultural center is looking
for a new name.

Habitat for Humanity
seeks home builders

College bowl
6:30 p.m. South Voyageurs
room,AMC
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104th Congress
adjourns quietly

Seymour Cray, founder of Cray
Research, Inc., Eagan, Minn., died
Saturday.
The 70-year-old Cray helped
developed th_e earliest computers to
use transistors. He also pioneered
"power computers." He is credited
with revolutionizing computers'
speed.
Cray had been hospitalized
since Sept. 22 as a result of an
automobile accident.

The 104th Congress, the first
Republican dominated session in .

1.3 years ago...
Jerry Mathers, the
original Beaver Cleaver,
hosted a 24-hour Leave
it to Beaver marathon
OQ KXLI-TV. He was
also a guest in the
SCSU Homecoming
Parade.

FRIDAY

37 years ago ...

Volleyball
7 p.m. vs. U of M-Duluth at
Halenbeck Hall

A polio clinic was
offered at Stewart Hall.
Students could get polio
shots for $1 a piece.

Neva Russian Dance
Ensemble

Corrections

8 p.m., Kimbe~y A. Ritsche
Auditorium. Call UPB at 2552137 for more information.

correct all errors in tt:s

Mail information for the 'What's
Happening" events calendar to
University Chronide, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

If you find a problem with
a story-an error of fact or
p,oint requiring clarificationplease call (320) 255-4086.

University Chronicle will
articles.

Students in need of some cash for college
need to be aware that not all companies offering
to help them find that money are legitimate.
The adage, "if it sounds too good to be true,
it probably is," applies here.
The Federal Trade Commission advises
students to watch out for these signs:
• The scholarship is guaranteed.
• "We'll d0 all the work."
•.The scholarship will cost money.
• You're "a finalist" or "have been selected"
to receive a scholarship.

& NATION

Cray Research
founder dies

In. history...

Students need to be
aware of scams

/'.:::;are~~~: adjourned without
TheCongresswasthelastfo,24

year veteran Patricia Schroeder, DColo.
Neither the Speaker of the
House, Newt Gingrich nor minority
leader Dick Gephardt were in
attendance. Gingrich, R~ Ga. was
campaigning for GOP candidates in
North Carolina and Michigan.

Gephardt was soliciting voters for
his party via phone near the capitol.

would cost taxpayers $59 million
versus the Democrats' plan, which
would run closer to $50 million.

Gov. Carlson,
TigerWoods
Democrats agree wins first pro
golf victory .,,,~··
On crime -plan
Republican Governor Ame
Carlson and Democratic leaders of
the state agree on similar crime
fighting measures. Both plans
include provisions for juvenile boot
camps, street sweeps and an antigang unit. The Republican plan

In his fifth overall tournament as
a professional player, Tiger Woods
won a tidy $297,000 in the Las
Vegas Invitational. He outputted
Davis Love ill to take the win.
. The new standout on the PGA
circuit is onJy 20 years old.
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Students encouraged to vote
On-campus registration booth
facilitates voting process
by Kathy Anderson
Students who want their voice
heard in upcoming elections have
a chance to register to vote this
week.

A voter registration drive for
SCSU students will take place -on
the Atwood Mall from 11 a.m. to I
p.m. today through Friday, weather
pennitting. Bad weather will push
the drive inside AMC near the
Student Government offices.
The drive, which began on

Friday, is sponsored by the Student
Government Legislative Affairs
Committee, Secretary of State
Joan Growe, Minnesota State
Colleges
and
Universities
(MnSCU) and SCSU University

Organizations.
Registration only takes two or
three minutes, said Lori Wellens,
co-chair of the SCSU Student
Government Legislative Affairs
Committee. Students need only fill
· out their name, address and
birthdate on a card and give it to a
volunteer at the booth. Collecting
cards immediately ensures they are
returned to the County Auditor's
office.
"A lot of times, students fill out
the card and it just sits there,"
Wellens said. ''This will prevent
that."
The goal of the drive is to
register as many students as
possible," Weliens said. ..
"We have 35,000 registration
cards and I'd love to fill them all,"

Wellens said. "We'll be getting
more ifwe need to."
'The more students we get to
vote, the greater students voices
will be heard in elections," Wellens
said "Students are usually a small
percentage of voters. We're trying
to tum that around."
The drive is actually part of a
state-wide effort by Secretary of
S.tate Joan Growe to I register
students on all MnSCU campuses,
said Margaret Schwartz, cerchair of
the SCSU Student Government
Legislative Affairs Committee. It
also marks the 25th anniversary of
18~year-olckgaining their right to
vote.
"It's been 25 years since
students have been able to make a
change," Schwartz said. ''This is a
big push to get students registered
so they can make that change."
"Students always complain that
they don't want to get involved Or
they don't know how to get
involved," she said. "People
shouldn't complain if they've never
voted. It's our right, and unless we
exercise it, we're not being part of
the big picture."
Voting is more complicated
if students are not pre~registered
before the election, SchWaltz
said. Unregistered voters must
present two fonns of identification
bearing their current address and
proof of residence on election day.
This is a problem ·for students
whose pennanent address is
different from their school address,

Lukas Johmonl STAFF PHOroGRAPHER

James Walker, freshman, registers to vote Friday afternoon while (right to left) workers Lori
Wellens, Christine Devine, Thai Lee and Amy Gray continue to set up the stand.
she added. In addition, students
need to re-register every time they
move.
"Your vote may not guarantee a
change, but at least you know
you've done your part," Schwartz
said. "Your opinion won't be heard
if you don't vote."

About 12 members of the
Delta Zeta sorority are scheduled
to volunteer at the drive this
week, said Amy Gray, vice
president of the sorority. Gray, a
junior and mass communications
major and Christine Devine, a
sophomore
and
elementary

education major were staffing the
booth on Friday.
''It's important for evel)'one to
get out and vote," Gray said. "In·my
opinion, the greatest privilege the
American people have is to vote.
I'd like to see as many people
exercise that right as possible."

Vigil raises mental illness awareness
by Jeff Dahler
STAFF WRITER

"Open Your Mind" is the theme for
this year's Mental Illriess Awareness
Week.
To kick off the week, candles were
lit Sunday night at · Salem Lutheran_
Chureh. At the same time, candlelight
vigils were held across the nation, including
one at the state capital in St. Paul. These
vigils were held to honor people who face
the challenges of severe mental illness
evel)'day. ·
Sheila Dodge, a member of the Alliance

for the Mentally Ill and the National
Alliance for the Mentally DI, said the main
purpose of this event is to educate the public
and end the stigma associated with niental
illness.

''Two out of three people can be
helped with. medication," Dodge said.
"People just don't see that these people can be
cured, they think that they will get sick
again."

Dodge said NAMI's main job is
doing research on mental illness, but that is
not ·their only area of concem NAMI has just
created a . five-year campaign to end
discrimination.

"Evel)'body must understand that
mental illness is a brain disorder," Dodge
said. "It can be diagnos~ and treated
as successfully as any other physical
illness."

Dodge said the public does not reali~
how many people are affected by inentaJ
illness.

''This is a new campaign," Dodge
said. "People with mental illness need to
have the same access to things that other
people have, like housing. There are
many people with mental illness that are
homeless."

Most · people diagnosed with mental
illness do get the help that they need, but
still have trouble . leading normal
lives because of discrimination, Dodge
said.

"One in four families are affected
by mental · illnesses," Dodge said. "Olle
out of five people will experience a
mental disorder personally this year."
There are two other events planned
locally as part of the event. There will
be a depression screening at 7 .p.m.
Thursday night iri St. Cloud Hospital's Bush
Room.
There will also be a information-booth in
Crossroads Shopping Center Oct. 11-13. At
this boQ,th, pamphlets and general
information about mental illness will be
available to the public.
Mental Illness Awareness Week is a
national event set up by the National Alliance
for the Mentally Ill, but is sponsored and
implemented by local chapters (Alliance for
Mentally Ill), as local' chapters sponsor the
national chapter.

Scott Anderson/STAFF PHCffOGRAPHER

In recognition of Mental Illness Awareness Week, a candlelight vigil was held.at
Salem Lutheran church on Sunday evening,

''The AMI came before NAMI," Dodge

said "Actually, the AMI started in Minnesota
and Wisconsin, and then it was realized that
there were more people out there that needed
help so it expanded nationally."

This is the first year AMI will be·
coordinating their efforts with other groups in
the community. This effort will be quite
extensive and made the implementation more
difficult, Dodge said.
"We have done this before, but not so
extensively." Dodge said. "We are
qJllaborating with the St Cloud Hospital
and the VA Hospital. It has been hard, but
has turned out real nice."
"A lot of people think .that these
individuals are mentally retarded," Dodge
said. ''That is not true. . These people
have dreams and desires. They want to
have a career and lead a nonnal
life."
At this time, Dodge said she is not sure if
any groups or students at SCSU are
volunteering with awareness week. Students
interested in volunteering during this week, or
in the future can contact the Consumer and
Family Resource Center at 240-3321 and ask
for Dodge.

,· u;VTVERSITYChronicle

Injection relieves
season's flu blues
not a guarantee the patient will

by Eric S. Dietz

not get the flu. It is merely a
preventative measure which may
save them a lot of pain and

STAFF WRITER

The flu season is upon us.

The best way to avoid this
sickness is to have a flu shot.
Though the thought of someone
sticking a sharp needle into the
arm

may

bring

thoughts

pain and apprehension, many
feel it is wonh it 10 avoid this
sickness.
'"The flu is more than a cold,"
said Toni Reif, an adult nurse

Some of the flu's symptoms are
a sustained fever of three to four
days, coughing, a feeling of

extreme sickness for seven to IO
days and an inability to move that
renders the patient bed ridden for
three or more days. Thus, they are
unable to go to work or classes,
Reif said.
"Just the fact that you may be
out of classes for a full week should
be justification enough to take the
shot,"Reif said.

However, having the shot is

w,ire

BEFORE YOU
PRESS HERE

suffering. The influenza sickness
operates in a cyclical pattern. The
Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta determines which three
flu's will be the most prevalent
during the current season.
The center has determined A
Texas, A Wuhan and B Beijing will
be the major flus this year: Each
strain has its own characteristics,
though many of the symptoms are
the same. Health Services has a
trivalent vaccine serum which
inoculates against these three
strains.
Reif said she expects demands
for inoculations to increase this
yea,-.

"We check with other clinics in
the area to see if we are charging a
reasonable rate for students," Reif
said. ''The best time of the year to
have the shot is now. If someone
takes the shot too early, the effect
wears off during the peak of the
season. If sqmeone takes the shot
too late, then they are not at
maximum protection until after the
peak of the season."
Th~ inoculation reaches its peak
prevention period six weeks after
injection. This is why it is critical to
have the shot early in the fall so the
patient is at peak prolection for the
December to February season.
"Once someone gets influenza,
it's too late for the shots. At that
point we have other medicines to
help a11eviate the symptoms. If they
would have taken their shot then
they most likely would not be
sick," Reif said.

IMPORTANT

I• I• I•

Campus-wide
Voter Registration .Drive
When :

read, REACT,

~-ml\ll lJ5: i:~romle@ll1~~Er .sli:lou~.msus.e~u

The on-campus medical clinic
charges $8 for the flu shot. This
charge is comparable with other
clinics in the St. Cloud area.

of

practitioner at the SCSU's Health
Services Medical ·clinic. 'Those
who have had it say they feel like
they are half dead or wish they
were dead."

"Last year we gave 215 shots,"
Reif said. "We're expecting to give
more this year. If for some reason
there is an overwhelming demand,
we have the capability to order
more serum to meet the demand."

Tuesday, October 8, 1996

Friday, Oct. 4 to Friday, Oct. 11
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Where :

Outside on Atwood front porch - (Rain Site) inside
Atwood, area outside Studeni Government office

Purpose:

To register as many students as possible, so that
every student can voice their opinions in the
upcoming national election

PRESS HERE.
In on emergency, help isn1onthe way
unless someone calls. So before you
press on their chest, breathe in their
rrouthcreven check their pulse. coll
9-1-1 oryourlocolemergency number.

+
l lodC-

~
~~

To learn more about life-saving techniques ,
call your Red Cross.

Still Deciding?

· ~

•· paid for by your student activity fees ••

..................................................
DEBATE ! DEBATE ! DEBATE

For Career Information
Call

612-654-5089

2 p.m. Wednesday, October 9
On Atwood Mall
Jim Knobloch/Kathleen Tracy - House 168
Gary Sabby/Joe Opatz - House 16A
David Kleis/John Elenbecker - Senate 16

S'Ca.ouDTECHNICAL

COLLEGE
ADA k.c_,.blc Pacilicr Ml-i.. Aaloalf.q..i 9fpo,Qilliry &wi::.or ud l!a,pJora-
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Autumn walk

raises funds·
for new park

i
i
'°"=====;:;:;,.bd=~~===='i

'With all you h0ve to do,
You don t have time to get
the flu!

Flu shots $8
Tues. Oct. 15 IO a.m. - 3 p.m.
Wed. Oct. 23 IO a.m. - 3 p.m.
Wed. Oct. 30 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Call for an appointment 255-3193

fl..,.

Student Heo~h servrces
MediCOIClnlc
Am Roar HIil Hall

Accredited by Accre<ll(:jlon Allodaffan IDr ArdJulatory Healh ecn, Inc.

Senior Chris Ollig and sophomores Marie Rubel and Amy
Mirtens look down upon a sunken van in the new Quarry Park
. that opened Saturday in Waite Park.
Granite was first mined from
· the quarry at the tum of the century,
STAFF WRITER
but signs have always warned
Autumn was celebrated on onlookers to stay out. Although
Saturday afternoon with "An nothing has been done to improve
Autumn Walk in Quarry Park."
the safety of the park, the sheriff's
department provided security for
'The open house is a fund- the open house. Signs on the selfraiser that will give the public view guided loop trail kept hikers out of
of some unimproved · trails," harm's way.
said Chuck Wocken of the Steams
Coupty Park Service. ·
The self-guided trail is one
of the park's many features. It is
For one day, Quarry Park was a .2.5 mile trail that loops around
open to the public, giving everyone the entire.park and includes several
a chance to catch a glimpse at cutoff trails for those wishing to
all the park has to offer and at walk shorter distances. 1be park's
the same time raising money. It main features can all be viewed
celebrated not only the season, during the walk.

by Tabitha Whissemore

but the county's receipt of a
state grant allowing for the
park's development. The fundraiser was sponsored by the

Sierra Club Big River Group,
the Central Minnesota Audobon
Society and Stearns County
Parks.

For safely reasons, Quarry
Park remains closed to outsiders.
In order to visit the park, a
pennit must be obtained. Usually,
the only ones to take advantage
of the park's resources are
classes and local organizations.
- "The uniyersity uses t,he
park about once a week for
science classes, and so does St.
Benedict's," Wocken said. "A lot
of times they use it for geology
classes."

Other· park features include
cross country skiing and mountain
biking trails. There is a Granite
Industry Interpretive Center and
places to rock climb and go scubadive. The quarry, which is 116-feet
deep, is another sight to take in.
Local

experts

were

on

hand Saturday to give interpretive

presentations about the geological
and biological features of Quarry
Park. The. public got an update
on the park's current status, learned
about short-tenn development
plans and viewed presentation
boards •outlining long-range
plans.
Donations received at the
open house will aid in further
development of the park.
i

CAREER SERVICES
AND

PHI KAPPA PHI
Present

The Tri-College
Graduate School
Information Day
Thursday, October 10
11:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Atwood Voyageurs Room
Stop in and talk with representatives from
over 40 graduate schools. Find out about
· admission requirements, application
deadlines, scholarships and more.

UNIVERSI1YChronic1e ·
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Weight training ·c lass
offered for.beginners
by Eric S. Dietz

beginning class is easier for me,"

STAFF WRITER

Haukos said. "It allows me to
answer
individual
questions

For those at SCSU who want
to weight train but , do not
know how or where to start, there
is a beginning weight training

class on-campus that will help
you get into better shape and
learn
more about physical
fitness.

"We had quite a few calls
expressing interest in this new

program," said fitness coordinator
Chris Haukos, a graduate student in
exercise science.
The first session of beginning
weight training will meet from
7:45-8:45 a.m. every Tuesday and
Thursday for four weeks starting

Oct. 8 at the Eastman Fitness
Center.
The first session will be limited
to IO people. The reason for ·the
limitation is to remove anxiety and

allow

people

comfortable.
"Having IO

to

feel

more

people

in a

easier." ·
After the first four-week
session, more are planned for
winter quarter. New sections
may include an early morning
session and a mid-afternoon
session.
'This is really a pilot program
to see jf there is enough interest
to carry it any further," Haukos
said.
The beginning class will
allow students to learn the basics
of weight training, including
how to develop a well-rounded
workout, lifting techniques, proper
stretching, goa_l-setting, how to
perform different sets and reps and
how to create an individualized
workout program to meet specific
needs.
•
"Oneoftheaimsofthis program
is education," Haukos said. "We
want to resolve a lot of myths that
are out there circulating in the

general public about physical
fitness."
The goal of the program
is personal success, whetfier by
toning certain muscle groups Or
building personal confidence. The
class will also help to educate
participants about injury prevention
during weight training, Haukos
said.
The course will examine certain
muscle groups such as the back,
chest and legs, and how they can be
toned and enhanced to improve
everyday life.
"The main response has been
from women so far," Haukos said.
'This is kind of a surprise because I
was expecting more men to sign up
initially."
The only requirements for
the class are· a validated student
ID and an Eastman Fitness Center
pass. Reservations for. the class
are required and can be made
by calling Haukos at the
Campus Recreation Office at 255-

3325.

If you're really concerned about your health, give your
safety belt a workout. It's the best exercise we know-to keep
you and your mediqil costs - from going through the roof.

YOU COULD LEARN ALOT FROM ADUMMY,.

BUCKLE YOUR SAFmBRT.

50¢ Taps!
Bring your student i.d. and receive
tap beers for 50¢ each! (limit 4)
Wednesday

Thursday

Discount 1-lealth Club Membership !!

CALL Club Germain
255-1171

,-----------i

Friday

All drinks
50¢ taps 7-8 p.m.
Two for
$1.75
Burger & Tap $1.75 7-8 p.m. one drinks
7-9p.m. Windsor & Bacardi $2 7-10 p.m. 6-7 p.m.

FREE!

~

~-~
ELDER
CARE

LOCATOR

A Way To Find Community
Assistance for Seniors

1-800-677-1116

Creative Styling and Tanning

-

Body
Perm
1/2 Price

Sun Glitz
Q[

Weaving

$35

With f~atured
stylists: Tami
Maranel, Jen

With featured

$9
Complete
with: Amber,
Jen, Maranel,
Tami

5 Sessions ............ $15

- F o i l 1O Sessions ............. $20

$27.50

Styled
Hair Cut ·

Tanning Plans
15 Sessions ............. $30
"Now through
Dec.unlimited

(a spicy conversation
made of ideas, questions and
curtosity about being Catholic.
shared informally
over tortilla chips.)
Every Sunday night at 9 pm in the
Newman Terrace

You make
the call, we'll
bake the
bread,

~

·s u ~

Saturday: 5 :30 p.m.

Sunday: 9 a.m .. 11:15 a.m. 8 p.m .
Mass & Events 251 -326 l
Office 251 -32fi0
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The change comes as state employees
enter this year's open enrollment period.
Employees have the month of October to
make changes in their health .care plan
for
1997, or to
change
their

with the state, so it is unique to see changes in
the low-cost provider.
"Nonnally, the low-cost plan doesn't
really change in mid-contract, but this year it
has: at least in Steams County, and that's a bit
different," Reedy said.
Reedy said low-cost plans J)lace
restrictions on the kinds of drugs that can be
prescribed and · the doctors an individual
patient can see. 'That is why employees must
stay with a certain provider year in and year

Johnson said State Health Care Plan
Select has been available in the l\vin Cities
area for several years, but in order to earn the
low-cost provider designationin outstate
Minnesota, the plan had to build up a large
enough network of doctors and clinics so as
to ensure anyone in a particular county would
have appropriate access.
"It .takes a while to get out and contract
with enough doctors and clinics to get as
many as you need to have available," Johnson
said.
"We had planned on designating State
Health Care Plan Select as the low-cost
provider in Sherburne County last year, but
we didn't have the access to the clinics we felt
we needed."
Reedy said Council Six employees are
halfway through their most recent contract

"It's an individual thing and it all depends
on a person or family's health problems,"
Reedy said. "Some people don't have much
of an option and have to stay on a certain plan
because of the drugs that they've been taking
or the doctors they've beeri seeing."
Johnson said employees are nonnally

Palmer said her work as Kleis's campaign attempt to convince them to vote for
treasurer includes distributing literature and Wellstone.
putting up signs. She is also helping plan a
Sophomore Jeremy .Peterson, an intern
fund-raiser for Kleis in mid-October and will with the Wellstone campaign, began working
assist with a ra1ly for Boschwitz on Oct. 12.
with the DfL party four elections ago. He
Frederickson, who works as the campaign
coordinator for Kleis and
·
volunteers
time
with
McKigney's campaign, said the
work he has done has made him
realize how small tasks take a
lot of time.
"I never realized how much
work needs to be done· door
knocking and doing literature
drops," he said.
Palmer advocates helping
with campaigns because it
teaches people how the political
system works.
She said there is lot of
ignorance and apathy among
students regarding politics.
On the DfL campaigns, two
interns spend at least 10 hours a
week helping with Paul
Wellstone's campaign, said Erin
Dady, St. Cloud area field
coordinator. She said there are 10
other students who volunteer on
Wellstone's campaign.
The interns' work includes
media monitoring, responding to constituent said he enjoys the work and the people.
concerns, putting up lawn signs and
"You're working for something you
persuasion calling to undecided voters in an believe in," Peterson said.

He said while doing literature drops, he
explains Wellstone's position on issues to
J)eOple.
He said when he did literature drops oncampus, people told him it was pointless to do
it there.
Junior Michael Arulfo has worked for
severa1 DfL campaigns and said he has
learned the importance of being infonned
about the candidates and the
issues.
"If there is one thing I've
learned-don't listen to the
commerciaJs on TV," he said.
Those on the outside receive
propaganda and infonnation
through adveft.isemellts, Arulfo
said, referring to the smear
campaigns used by some
politicians in advertisements.
He said he has also learned
demographics really do count in
campaigns because every district
is different.
"There's
an
inside
knowledge you get when
working on a campajgn," Arulfo
said.
He said democrats view issues
differently and cited conservative
democrats who are pro-life versus
other democrats who may be prochoice.
"You only get the tip of the iceberg unless
you participate in the process."

carrier entirely. Employees must make
changes in their plan in October or stay with

the plan they had the previous year.
Mike Reedy, president of the SCSU
chapter of Council Six (the union
representing non-faculty employees at the
seven state universities), said while
employees have a number of carriers from
which they can chose, many elect to go with
the low-cost provider.
"If someone wants to stay on the Medica

Premier Plan, and they have that option, it's
going to cost more money and so a lot of
people are probably going to be changing."

Politics

out.

provided with large amounts of infonnation
regarding the health care plam offered during
the open enrollment period, but this year the
state has elected to leave it up to individual
employees to contact the carriers for specific
details.
"In the past, we've sent out huge amounts
of infonnation and it's amounted to overkill,"
Johnson said. '"This year we've provided a
fairly limited description of thC benefit plan
the employee is now enrolled in, as well as a
list of other plans available and their phone
numbers. We also leave post cards they can
send in to contact the carriers."
Reedy said employees wishing to . make
changes in their health care plans must do so
by filling out a fonn at the Human Services
office on campus. The changes will take
. effect Dec. 25.
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With your help, MDA is
building a tomorrow
without neuromuscular
diseases.

MOR"

MuscularDystrophyAssociaUon

1-800-572-1717

Discount 1-lealth Club Membership !!

CALL Club Germain

Join Our Team

255-1171

a

PREGNANCY
fflNG.

No bologna

here.1. only
the tmest
ingredients,
Specialist Nicole Stephens (guard on the Central Lakes
Community College Women's basketball tea.in) and Private
Jason Gross (offensive tackle on the Pierz H.S. football
team). Join Nicole and Jason as vital players on the team
that Guards your community, state and nation and earn up
to $27,000 for college.

For more information
CALL:
320-255-2908 or 320-255-4238

MINNESOTA

l ~ lOU
-~CAN
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Students: Teinporary
Pre-Election Cainpaign
Polling Positions Available
Work as few as 15 hours a week
Base wage of $5.50 per hour plus bonuses!
Call for a telephone interview today!
Call 656-4155
between 9 a.m.-9 p.m.,
Monday-Friday to apply.
Work day shifts 9-2
or evening shifts 4-9

"The temporary position at MSR (Minnesota
Survey Research) has really worked well around
my busy schedule. I can work as few as 15 hours
a week, or more if I can fit it in. I couldn't have
found a better part~time job in St. Cloud."

-LisaR.

An Equal Oppo~unilyEmploye<

Minnesota Survey Research
Telephone Service Representative

s
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USD edges Huskies in thriller, 38~31
by Kerry Collins

the USD sideline erupted as the Coyotes
tallied their second overtime victory in as

SPORTS EDITOR

The University of South Dakota finally
contained SCSU running back Randy
Martin, and the Coyotes edged the Huskies
38-3 1 in two ovenimes Saturday at Selke

Field.
In the second overtime series, with
SCSU facing fourth down and one on the
USD 6-yard line, Martin was stuffed for no
gain by Coyote linebacker Ryan Glock and

many weeks.
"(Martin's) a great player, and we finally
stopped him today," said USD head coach
Denny Creehan. "We thought he was going
to get the ball and I'm happy to see our

defense contain him."

·

Martin finished the game with 214
tushing yards and all four Husky
touchdowns.
USO (3-0 North Central Conference, 5-0

overall) got things started right away,
scoring on their first drive when quarterback
Peter Martin hit Jason Leber with a perfect
pass for a 16-yard touchdown strike.
On the ensuing kickoff, Randy Martin
took the ball to the USD 19-yard line with a
56-yard return.
The senior running back evened the
score for the Huskies (0-3 NCC, 1-4 overall)
with a one-yard touchdown run.
.
The defense picked things_up and after a
sack by John DesRoches that forced the

Julia, Peterson/Pnoro maoR

Coyotes to punt, the special teams got the Huskies
some more great field position.
Mark Dean blocked the punt by Joe
Leuenberger, and Steve Mills recovered for the
Huskies on the six-yard line.
Randy Martin again plunged in from One yard
out, giving SCSU a 14-7 lead after one quarter.
"What really helped us out was that blocked
punt," said freshman lineman Brian Downing. "We
got some points right away and we were off."
To begin the second quarter the Husky running
back from Chippewa Falls, Wis., continued his
trend from the first quarter. On the first play of the
secpnd stanza, Randy Martin burst down the field
for a 42-yard touchdown, giving the Huskies a 14point lead. SCSU led 21-IO at the half.
'That was a hell of an effort out there for
Randy, and all of our kids played their hearts out,'~
SCSU head coach Noel Martin said. "We just
didn't get the break or two we needed in the second
half."
After a scoreless third quarter, USD closed the
Husky lead to 21-17 when receiver Scott Farrens
made a diving catch in the end zone. The next drive
for the Huskies proved to be the most costly of the
whole afternoon.
With a·first down and 21 on the USD 22-yard
line, Randy Martin scored what appeared to be his
fourth touchdown of the day, but a holding call
brought the ball back.
The officials tacked on an unsportsmanlike
conduct, making it first-and-36 on the USO 37yard line.
"It was just mental mistakes," Downing said.
"Without those mental mistakes', we win the game
and don't even hav:e to go into overtime."
Two plays later, as Husky quarterback Todd
Bouinan was scrambling to the ri~ht, he fired at the
line of scrimmage and struck receiver Mike
McKinney in the end zone for an apparent
touchdown.
This time, the score was called back because
SCSU had an illegaJ man down field.
"It just looked like Todd was going to run the
ball and all of a sudden he threw it," Noel Martin
said. "The linemen probably saw him going and
thought they should get down field to help out. The
holding is something you can call every play. The
whole thing was just unfortunate."

Coyote tacklers wrap up SCSU running back Randy Martin during the fourth quarter Saturday at Selke Field. Despite
214 rushing yards and four touchdowns for Martin, USD won 33-31 in two overtimes.
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Preseason poll picks SCSUfourth in WCHA
by Kerry Collins
SPORTS EDITOR

Five has been a special number
for the Husky hockey team.
Last season, the Huskies upset
fifth-ranked University of Denver
to make it to the Western Collegiate
Hockey Association Final Five
Tournament.
Titis season, the Huskies have
jumped up five spots from where
they were picked a year agoin the
preseason WCHA coaches poll.
SCSU was selected by the
league's coaches to finish fourth
this season, and the Huskies even
garnered a first place vote.
Colorado College (156 points,
seven first-place votes), the
University of Minnesota (140
points, one first-place votes) and
Denver (130 points, one first-place
vote) were picked to finish ahead of
SCSU respectively.
"I wasn't really surprised by our
selection, -we've got some good

young players," said SCSU head that is promising for the future.
hockey coach Craig Dahl. "If we
"Last year, we played IO firststay away from injury I think we'll year players in the Final Five in
have a very nice season."
Milwaukee and that's an awfully
The University of North ~Ola young team,'' Dahl said. 'This is a
(96 points, fifth place) and the league where the veteran teams
University of Minnesota --'- Duluth tend to do better, though. We did
~72 points, sixth) were picked to well last year to get to Milwaukee,
finish right behind the Huskies.
but older teams tend to do better."
Dahl said the conference will be
With CC receiving the most
the closest in the middle of the first-place votes, the coaches
pack.
believe the Tigers are poised for
"I think if you look at the point another ,WCHA crown, which
totals that they are fairly accurate,'' would be their fourth straight
Dahl said. "You could toss a coin
"They
didn't
lose
any
between us, North Dakota and defensemen from last year," Dahl
UMD for that fourth place spot."
· said. 'There is no question they will
Michigan
Technological be very, very tough."
University (68 points, seventh), the
Despite the preseason hopes the
University of Wisconsin (66 points, poll ·can arouse, Dahl stresses that
eighth), the University of Alaska there are still games that will have
Anchorage (30 points, ninth) and to be played.
Northern Michigan University (24
''The poll doesn't mean
points, 10th) round out the poll.
anything, . you still have to win
For the second year in a row, games," Dahl said. 'The players
SCSU's freshman crop was ranked still have to play and you've got to
in the top 10 nationally, something stay healthy and that goes for every

team. If CC doesn' t stay healthy,
they won't win."
The coaches a!sO voted on
preseason picks for Most Valuable
Player and Rookie of the Year.
UM defenseman Mike Crowley
was selected as preseason MVP,
receiving eight-and-a-half votes.
The only other player to get MVP
votes was SCSU's Matt Cullen.
As a freshman last season,
Cullen led the Huskies in scoring
(12 goals-29 assists-41 points).
"(Cullen's) just an outstanding
player," Dahl said. 'That goes
along with thi;: fact that he's just an
outstanding person. He's a 4.0
student and he always puts the team
first. I can't say enough good things
about him."
Colorado College freshman
Toby Peterson, a graduate of
Bloomington Jefferson
High
School, was named the preseason
Rookie of the Year with four votes.
UM defenseman Ben Clymer
received three votes and Denver

forward Jon Newman got one.
The Huskies open their season
against the University of Alberta at
7:05 p.m. Oct. 12 at the National
Hockey Center..

,,.,-,~,au
Results from the 26th annual
WCHA Preseason Coach S Poll
conducted by the Grand Forks
(N.D.) Herald. First place votes in
parentheses.

.z:..,,

=

1. Colorado College (7) ... 156

2. Minnesota (1). . . . .... 140
3. Denver (1) .
. ... 130

4. St. Cloud Stale (1) ..... 98
5. North Dakota .
. ... 96

6. Minnesota-Dulu1h ...... 72
7. Michigan Tech .
. . 68
8. Wisconsin ........... 66
9. Alaska-Anchorage ... .•. 30
10. Northern Michigan .... 24
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Familiar split plagues SCSU
by Rob LaP/ante

situation where we ran out of substitutions and
we couldn't get certain people out of the back
row."

STAFF WRITER

sCsu volleybaJI team

SCSU was able to take advantage of a slower

cannnot start a winning streak, the good news is
it cannot start a losing streak.
For the third consecutive weekend, the~CSU
volleyball team came away with a split.

University of North Dakota squad Saturday and
won in three games 17-15, 15-6, 15-9.
Despite the three set victory, Glowatzke said
things still were not clicking.

The bad news is the

Julia PetenonlPH01V EDfTOR

_ SCSU freshman hitter Kim Pellman knocks down the ball Friday against
North Dakota State University.

The Huskies (13-6 overall, 5-3 North Central

"UNO plays a much diffc~nt style of game

Conference) came into Friday night's contest

then NDSU does," Glowatzke said. "UND

against North Dakota State University trying to • doesn't hit the ball as hard, atAf all game we were
stop the Bison's 12-game winning streak.
playing with (UND's) level of intensity instead of
NDSU's mixture of solid defense and offense showing them our level of intensity."
combined with the Huskies' sloppy passing was
SCSU trailed 13-14 in the first game, but
all that it took in NDSU's 15-7, 8-15, 15-3, 15-11 survived two UND game points and rallied to
victory.
win 17-15 .
. "We didn't pass well at all," said SCSU head
Selbitschka finished with 18 kills and 14 digs,
coach Dianne Glowatzke. "For us to be while julllor outside hitter Juley Viger added
successful, we need to get the ball to (setter) · seven kills ancl 11 digs.
Heather (Modean), and tonight we weren't
"UJ'ID is a much slower team," Sclbitschka
getting the ball to her."
said. 'They have a weak back row and that made
Modean was still able to tally 54 assists, but it easier for us to utilize the long shots with the
senior outside hitter Cami Selbitschka was held short tips."
to only 12 kills.
. The Huskies received a scare in the third
"We felt our team is at (NDSU's) level," game after Powers left the game due to chronic
Se\hitschka said. "NDSU just came out stronger knee problems.
than we did and they were getting a lot higher
"We put (seni?r Sarah) Winter into the game
than we were able to reach."
on the nght side after the injury and she did a
"We worked on our passing all week in really nice job for us," Glowatzke said. "She
practice," Modean said. "Passing is the most actually plays with more confidence on the right
important part ofthegame, and we just weren't in side and really gave us a lllce spark towards the
sync."
end."
Senior middle hitter Courtney Powers led the
Powers' status for Tuesday's game against
Huskies with 22 kills. NDSU was led by senior Mankato State University remains questionable.
setter Pam Stencel who finished the game with 52
The Huskies face MSU Friday at 7 p.m. in
assists, seven kills and nine digs.
Ha1enbeck Hall.
Despite the loss, Glowatzkc said she was
"So far this season, we have been getting beat
impressed with the defense that the Huskies by the teams above us in the standings,"
played, especially in the fourth game.
Giowatz.ke said. 'That is why Tuesday's match
'1'owards the end of the match in the fourth against Mankato is so important. because we
set, we didn't play that bad and our defense was want to make sure we keep them below us in the
impressive," Glowatzke said. "We just got into a standings."

·"The Body Shop Gym"
224 1/2 7th Ave. S., St. Cloud, MN 56301

252-4949

October Membership
Speci aI
1-----------------------,
c------- ---------------------------,

:
j

7

Unlimited Tanning
1 month
$29.00

Sessions
Only
$17.00

!7 Months of Exercise!
i Only $107.00
i i
,!
+
! l_______________
Take Advantage of What We Have to Offer:
• Free Personalized Programs Plus Instruction
• Large, Comfortable WOLFF Tanning Beds
• 3800 Square Feet of Gym Equiptment
Hours

• No Initiation Fees

Mon-Fri
Sat
Sun

!
i

$52.00
$74.00 _J

!L_' ___________________
1 Month Free
!'
J.

• Spacious Whirlpool

i

7 a.m. - 10 p.m.
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
12 noon - 6 p.m.

Huskies
The

drive

that

had

PAGE

two

touchdowns take~ away resulted in
a punt
,
Three plays later, Leber put
USD ahead 24-21 with a 87-yard

touchdown run.
'They just picked a side and
went with it and they were able to
find the holes," Noel Martin said.
"We even knew when it was

coming and we still couldn't get it
sometimes."
The Huskies answered on the
next drive, going 74-yards in 12
plays, ending with a two-yard run
by Randy Martin, his fourth

touchdown of the afternoon.
The Coyotes answered back,
however, marching 80 yards in
seven plays with running back
Jared Schwenn capping off the

drive with a three-yard score of his
own, giving USD a three-point.
lead with 2:20 remaining.
"We both came out kind of slow
(in the second ~alf) and then rea1ly
picked things up in the fourth
quarter," Downing said. "It was

really an up and down game."
On the Huskies' final drive of
regulation, things came down to
fourth•and-15 on the USO 29·yard
line with 18 seconds remaining.
Freshman kicker Neil Fish came
in and booted the 47·yard field goal
to send the game into overtime.
''That was huge," Creehan said.
"If he doesn't make that, his team
loses. When it went through, we
thoug~~' 'Oh great, here we go
agam
The field goal was Fish's first of
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Husky Sports Scoreboard

s

WCHA HOCKEY;,ea;;,ea;;,ea;,e,
the season. The St. Cloud Tech
The 26th annual WCHA Preseason
graduate was 0-4 before hitting the
Coach"s Poll conch1aed by tht, Grand Forks
47-yarder.
(N.D.)Her.tW
"You have to think you're going Imm
to make it," Fish said. "I was just I. C.Olor.1r.lo CoUcge (7)
hoping everything would go all 2. Minnesou(l)..
3. lkrwer(l)
right and it did."
In overtime, each team gets one 4. St. Cloud S!ate (I)
possession starting at the 25•yard
line to try and score. The team with
the most points after each has had
the ball wins the game. The teams
go back and forth until someone
scores.
In the first set, the Huskies were NCC FOOTBALL
stuffed by the Coyote offense, and
Joe Whitney -missed a 40-_yard field
South Dakota
.. 3-0
goal for USO.
South rr.i.k()(a State
. 3--0 ..
The Coyotes got the ball fir,;t in Northern Colorado
2-1
the second overtime, and Peter Nebraska-Omaha
Martin hit Leber with a 23·yard Mankato State.
Augustana
.
touchdown strike.
Randy Martin got the ball on all NorthDakuta'Stale.
1-2 ..... 2-2
North Dakota
six of SCSU's plays, and the game SL Cloud.State ... ....• 0-3 .......... 1-4
was over after he was stopped short Morningside .•
0-3
1-4
on the fourth-and-one.
'iotuatar Oct S: Re1ultf
"We went in with what was
South Dakota 38, St. Ooud State 31,
working all da)' and they stopped
it," Downing said. "I don't know ZOT
Augustana 35, North Dakou Slate 25
what happened."
NorthemColoraoo44,Mankalo~'l7
The Huskies got 412 yards of
South Dakcta State 28. North Dakcta 23
Nebraw-Ornaha 32, Morningside 9
total offense, 251 coming on the
ground.
SOUfH DAKOfA 38, HllSKlFS 31, 20T
"We felt good and things were
clicking all day," Noel Martin said. USD...
7 3 0 21- 17
"We're still a little inconsistent, but scsu.
... ... 14 7 0 10-13
I think we found out we're a pretty SCOIUN<'good football team. There was no flrstquartcr
USO-Leber 16 pass •rrom Martin
quit out there."
(Whitney kick), 7:46
Tfie Huskies next face Mankato
SCSU-Martin l run (Fish kick), 6:50.
State University Oct. 12 in
SCSU-Martin 1 run (Fish kick), 2:41.
Mankato, Minn.

=-"""

---

SCSU-.\.lartin 42 run (foh kick), 14:51.
USO-Whitney 45 fiekl goal, 3:27.
Thinlqu,rte,
No scoring

i

lii"'1J!,J)n..

NORTII DAKOTA STATE 3, HU5KIES 1
NDSU....
15 8 15 15

Fourth quarter
USD-Farn;,ns 15 pass from Martin
(Whitney )tick). 14:53.
USD--1..eber 87 run (Whitney kick), 9:20
SCSU-.'1artin 2 ruJ(Fish kick), 4:49
USD--Schwenn 3 run (Whitney kick),
2:26
SCSU-fish 47 fieW goal, 0:18.

-No scoring

23

scsu _ _ _ _ 7

15 3

11

Kills:Powen;, 22; SelhiL,;chka, 12.
Blocks: Shanblott, 1 solo, 5 assists; Pellman,

7 assists.
Assists.M<:rlean, 52.
Aces:

,

Modem, 3.

Digs: Viger, 14; Modean, 9

'""'°"'""""
USO-Leber
(Whitney kick)

NCCYOUSYUU.=

pas.s from

Martin

scsu

....... 17 15 .15
Kills: Se!biL,;chka, 18; Power:;. 8; Shanhlott,

TEAMSL\TSUSO

SCSU
21

53/25 1
161
412
9/85

0 sJ:;.6

::::i:~;:,~·.·•••·· ··•••····•••·· · ·•·· ·····•;/; ,

INDMDUALSfATS-Passlng, USO-Manin 12-17--0 142;
SCSIJ-Bol.lman 8-23-0 161
Rushing: USJ)-Leber 13-205; Schwenn
18-51, Officer 2-16, Phi! Meeham 2-24,
Martin 11-7, Perry 4-(-3); SC~U-Martin 3821G, WiUiams 2-3. Bouriian 11-25, Reitan 29
Rocdving: USO-Leber 6--69, Gocxlwin
1-7, Meehan 1·2. Farrens 3-58, Schwenn 1-0;
SCSIJ-Flanigan 4-114, Carlson 1-3. HiUman
2-40, Reitan 1-4
RECORDS--USJ)-3--0 NCC, 5-0 overall;
SCSU--0-3 NCC, 1-4 overaU

~
SL Cloud State at Mankato State, 1 p.m.
North Dakota State at Northern Colorado
South Dakota at South Dakota State
AugustanaatMO(ningside
Nebra.ska-Omaha at North Dakota

'

~
HU5KIES 3, NORlll DAKOTA 0
1JND _ _ _ _ 15 6 o

8
Blocks: Pellman, l solo, 6 assiSls;
Selbitschka. 3as.si'ils; Shanblott, 3 assists
Assists: M,;dean, 44.
Ace!i: Modean, 2; Slrohschein, 2; PcUman, 2
Digs: Selbitschka, 14, Nawataya, 14; Viger,

__,

11

Mankato State at SL Cloud State, 7 p.m.
North fr,1k()(a at Moorhead State
\½.yne State al Sou1h l)ak()(a
South DakOOI State at SouthweSI State

NCClocca""""""""""""""
HUSKIFS 2,JAMFSl'OWN roll.EGE 1

JC------•◊

1-1

0

2-2

scsu...

SCORIN<'Fifflhalf
No Scoring.
SCCoodhalf
1. SCSlJ--Hul!gren (Drancale) 52:20; 2

JC-Roberts (u=isted) 56:33; 3. SCSIJFleischer (unassi&ed) 59:20.
Shots, JC, 4; SCSU, 35. Saves: JC
(Sharkey), 9; SCSU (Halverson), 2. Fouls:

JC, O; SC.U, 4.

__,

RECORD-SCSU Q.2 NCC, 2-9 overall.

•.

SL Cloud State at Southwest State, 4
~

Use your college degree in the
legal profession!
Train as a Paralegal
in only 16 weeks at the
Minnesota Paralegal Institute
(ApproveEi by the American Bar Association)
Admissions Representative at Career Fair
11 a.m. - 2:30 p .m .
. Oct. 10, 1996
Voyageur Room - Atwood Center
Minnesota Paralegal Institute
12450 UJazata Blud.
Minneapolis, MN 55305

Chad Dahlen
(612) 542-8417
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Broomhall season.coming soon
Three on three Basketball Tournament

by Todd Karich
REC WRITER

With the early fall activities winding
down were getting ready for the start of
some new events here at Campus Recreation.
Broomhall is one of our more popular events
during this time of the season. Last
years men's champs, Scanlons All-Stars, will
be back to defend their "A" league tltle.
Anchored by the superb goaltending of Tori
Holt, and the excellent defense of the French
Brothers (Andy & Matt) they did not allow
more two goals in a game. Up front Travis
Hunter provides the fire which ignites a
potent offensive threat. "We're looking
forward to defending our title" said Holt.
"Last year was our first year, so I'm looking
forward to the season because we should be
·an improved team." If your interested in
knocking off the champs, league entries are
due by 5:00 pm Wednesday, October 9th. We
also offer a men's 'B' division and a women's
league as well.
Broomhall is one of the many fine intramural events coming up. This league takes

place in the great atmosphere of the National Hockey Center, one of the best
facilities in the country.

Racquetball Singles

For those of you who like to keep it on
the court we offer some' other events as
well. Hammon Malik will be going for. his
second straight title in the Racquetball

WHAT'S HAPPENING

AT

RE<.;

SJ'l.110-:0,

Broomball League
Entries due: Wednesday. October 9
Play Begins: Monday, October 14

Tournament. Play will begin on
October 16th at 6:30pm on the Halen beck
Hall racquet~all courts. As 'always,
there will be divisions of play for A and B

level players for men and women. To
register just check in by 6: l Sp.m. in the
Fieldhouse.

Ron Jeremy wins
ag joothatl title

round robin play of the Co-Rec
Softball Tournament. "3 Up"
Racquetball Tournament
The "Ron Jeremy" team proved their domination by
Entries d~e: at time of play
captained by Jason Bradford, will outscoring the competition by a 60
Play Begms: Wednesday, October 16 be leading the St. Cloud State to 8 margin over three games. They
delegation to the Regional Flag were led in hitting by Rob Clemens
3 on 3 Basketball
Football Tournament in Eau Claire, and Kari Walker who batted .830
Entries Due: Wednesday. October 23 WI, thanks to their winning the Aag and .750, respectively, for the
Play begins: Monday, October 28
Football Tournament Championship tournament.
•
on September 21. Their===========
Homecormng Fun Run
showing at the tournament
•
Entries d~e: Friday, October 25
also gave them .tbe title of
Race begms: Saturday, October 26 favorite going into the Aag

Co-Rec Wallyball Tournament

r::~~ 1:::t t~~~;'

ve::~~
Entries due: Wednesday. October 30 experience to knock off the up and
Play begins: Saturday, November 2 coming Dawgs. " Toe game went
down to the final play and they got
Fitness Week- October 14-17
the breaks", said Jack Olson,
(See Ad to the Right)
captain of the Dawgs. "It will be a
Free Fitness Assessments
great game if we ever get the chance
Weightlifting Competition
to play them again .."
Get Fit Festival
Pool Challenge
Co-Rec Softball Tournament
Katie Riener's "3 Up and 3
Down" team won the first
For More Information
Intramural t-shirts of the year by
255.3325
outlasting three other teams in the
Halenbeck Hall S-120

Golf Tournament
Tanner Hanson won the
Intramural Golf Tournament which
was held September 25 at the
Angushire Golf Course. Hanson
shot a two under par 35 to lead the
16team field. Hanson, a late arrival
to the event, found out to late that
his partner for the two person best
ball scramble would not be able to
play. Overcoming this setback
Tanner quickly displayed the mental
toughness to win the nine hole
tournament.
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Homecoming Fun Run
Start off your Homecoming Saturday
with a refreshing morning run along the
Mississippi River.
The run will begin at 9:30a.m. on the
Atwood Mall. Students, faculty and staff
can enter the race for free by pre-registering
before October 11 (see registration
for below). Community members may
als·o register with a small entry fee.
All runners will have the chance to win
various door prizes. Race !-shirts are also
available for $6.00. There will only be a
limited amount of shirts available after the
pre-registration date so remember to register
early.

'll• ~ t.:arqru.s Kecnretim. Uttil:1 brings toyouourl\l'lb J'itnm:s 'l"Nk! 'lilke
this charn to take part in FREE utMties tbroughoul the weelt. Thens are team
u-1.-ellu irdividue.l progn.~ for peopled an fitness levas to partidpate.

by. Rec Sports staff

Past ChampiOns

For those of you who like to hoop
it up, the Schick Super Hoops 3 on 3
Basketball Tournament will start up towards
to the end of the month for men's and
women's teams. Schick, which is a
sponsor for this event, will provide prizes
for all participants as well as the special
awards for the winners of each league.
Also, the champions will be invited to
play in a regional tournament in Milwaukee.
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Centuries-old festival still ·enchants audience
by Holli Chitwood
STAFF WRITER

moon. According to tradition, her
beauty is the brightest on the day
of the Moon Festival

know
that
we
have this culture and this kind of
festival in our culture," said Ma

No"'1k.

The Moon Festival has been
celebrated for centuries.

The annual Chinese Moon
. Toe· evening's ,program started
· Festival took place at SCSU on with a welcome by CSA members
The ·1egend is of an architect Sunday in the Atwood ballroom. Audrey Loong and Nicholas
Hou Yih who was rewarded a pill of The festival was put on by the · Lim.
Their comments were
immortality, which he was only to SCSU
Chiriese
Student followed by a·dinner of traditionaJ
take

after

fulfilling

certain

conditions. It was given to him
by the Goddess of the Western
Heaven after he built a palace of
jade for her. Yih's wife stole the pill
and swallowed it. As a punishment
she was sentenced to live on the

dessert, and moon 'cakes. ''It was
different than Americanized
Chinese food," said freshman Dave

Association.

Chinese foods.

"The purpose of having the
Moon Festival at SL Cloud State
University, is to promote Chinese
culture to the St. Cloud community
and to other students. It's to let them

The menu included shredded
beef with onioQs, cabbage rolls,
"drunken chicken," chow mein,
rice,
stir
fried
salmon,
turkey
dumplings,
oriental

-..-~-=--=-------------=--

1be performance included many
traditional and more modem acts.
The first was a traditional Lotus
Dance performed by seven CSA
members.

In the Chinese culture, the lotus
flower is significant because it
grows out of the mud. To the
Chinese, it means no matter what
S0!1}eone's background is they
can always tum into something
as beautiful as a lotus flower.
After a guitar and solo
perfonnance of "I Will Never
Leave
You
Again"
and
''Every Breath You Take," the play
'The Legend of the Moon Cake"
was perfonned by several members
of CSA.
fThe play was performed as a
parody, but it clearly explained the
story behind the dessert that was
being served and eaten.

The moon cake legend dates
back to 1368 A.O. when the
Mongols ruled China in the Yuan
Dynasty.
The Chinese patriots who
planned I to overthrow their
oppressors put messages in the
moon cakes signaling the people
tobegin the overthrow' of the
dynasty.
Scott Anderson!SrAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

A tradttional Lotus Dance was the first of five performances given at the Moon Festival Sunday
night In Atwood Ballroom.

Today, the moon cake is a
symbol of freedom to the Chinese
people.

After Shiow-Woes sang the
traditional song "Wu Yeh TI", the
evening
ended
with
the
Red Ribbon Dance.
"I
really
enjoyed
the
performances, especially the
play," said freshman Erica
Rachuy. "It was very interesting."
1be audience was quite mixed.
There were young . and old,
Chinese and people' of varying
ethnic orientations all gathered
together to get a closer look inside a
different culture.

''I thought is was fun. It looked
like some really old traditions from .
a popular festival., some traditional
drama, traditional music. You could
also see some western influences,
and you could see some attempts to
contemporize," said David Boyer,
professor of philosophy and
director of the Honors program.
Today, the festival is a time
for family members to go
home and have a meal
together,
likC Thanksgiving,
according to CSA president,
junior Lay-Yen Ma.
Overall, organizers said they
were very pleased by the
public's response. They expected
280 people to attend, but more than
350 people turned out for the event.
As the evening came to a close,
the audience exited the festival
with insight into Chinese traWtion
and culture.
"It was fun. I thought the whole
thing
was
just
a
kick
in the pallts," said Boyer.

Racy films debut and spark anonymous reactions
by Robert Kraemer
STAFF WRITER

With films like "Showgirls" and
"Striptease" making their way to tl\e big
screen in theaters everywhere, it is of little
surprise that eventually similar films would
make their way to Atwood Memorial Center's
Little 'Theatre.
Out of the ten movies scheduled to be
shown on weekends during the month of
October, four are rated R, and another four
carry an NC-17 rating.
Last weekend, the University Program
Board showed "IGka," a Spanish movie with
English- subtitles, and "High Heels.," both
rated NC•17.
"I
couldn't
believe
what
was watching. It was like watching a pomflick," said one second-year student who
attended the films and wished to remain
anonymous.

UPB's
Films
Committee
is
Aside from the anonymous objections
in charge of selecting the fihns to be viewed to the movie's poster, no fonnal complaints
each month. It is • a
have reached the desk of
committee decision
·
the committee's coordinator.
which i& reviewed or
►►
submitted to an
..
Baxter said anendance
advisor.
All
of
at the campus theater is
the movies chosen
higher than it has been in the
.. .Students are
have been viewed by
last four years. The first
at least one committee
weeken"d of the school year
member prior to its
included "Broken Arrow,''
showing.
which attracted a crowd of
about one hundred people
jihns each night it played.
''The
poster
hang"ing
by
the
information desk for
On average, the weekend
'Kika'
has been
showings_ have raked in
rent.
getting
stickered,"
crowds of about 30--40
according to Chris
students - an increase from
Chris Baxter
Baxter, adviser to the
past years.
FILMS CbMMITTEE ADVlSOR
Films -Committee and
a graduate student.
The Films Committee has
"But it's not because of the content of the also been showing an array of foreign films
film, it is because of the way the poster on Thursday nights in conjunction with the
rep~nts women," he said
Theatre and Film Studies departmenl The

interested in
seeingnonmainstream
that they can't just
go out and

series was made possible because of a grant
obtained by Brad Chisholm. associate
pro_fessor of theatre and film studies and the
department's chairperson.
The success of the weekly international
films comes as a surprise to the committee.
The Thursday night showings have been
extremely successful and bringing
in more than one hundred people to each
week's fdm.
"I think that what this tells us· is that
students are interested in seeing alternative,
non-mainstream films that they can't just go
out and rent," said Baxter.
The UPB Films Comminee meets .w~ekly
at 5 p.m., on Thursdays. For meeting
infonnation or to give suggestions,
students can attend the meetings or call the
UPB office ot 255-2205.
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Lovers, lunatics, poets abound in Riverview
by Robert Kraemer
STAFF WRITER

"The lunatic, the lover, and
the, poet are of imagination
all
compact."
William

Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's
Dream
They don't wear tights or speak
with English accents. Nor do they

hold their meetings deep in the
woods and sit on stones reading
off scrolls or from leather-covered
books.

Named after a line from William
Shakespeare's play, "A Midsummer
Night's
Dream,"
Lunatics,
Lovers, and Poets is in reality a
literary organization beginning its
third year in existence at SCSU.
The group's goals are to
promote cooperation and good
relations between students and staff
within the English department, to

provide support and advice for
English majors, minors, or
enthusiasts. and to create a social
group for students with similar
interests.
Sometimes their planning
entails
collaboration
with
University Program Board's
Literary Arts Committee. LLP's
public relations person is senior
Ryan Mischke, who was recently
named Literary Arts Coordinator-by
UPB.
"With my position, I want to
include all of the groups in
the literary arts genre," Mischke
said.

(}I

In years past, LLP has been
responsible for putting together
and distributing two mini-mags,
one in winter and another in
spring.
The publications are packed full
of poetry and short stories written
by LLP members. Tentatively, the
group intends to publish the biannual booklets in fall and winter as
well as a spring issue featuring a
culmination works collected
throughout the year.
In addition, a newsletter is
printed for the group's members.
The publication, fonnerly known as
The Scroll, will be renamed the UP
Pages. The newsletter includes
· details of upcoming events and
activities sprinkled with artistic
writings.
The
organization
has
participated in UPB's annual,
Mississippi
Music
Festival
with live poetry and short
story readings. Though last
year's rain storm did not
allow for "Poet Tree by the Shane A. Opoh/Ass,swrr PHOTO EDrTVR
River'' to actually take place by
the Mississippi River, UPS Clare Frohrip, junior and LLP presiden~ leads discussion at the group's weekly meeting.
awarded all participants who quarterly fee, and $6 fort-shirts).
of poetry reflecting his experiences infonnation can visit the club's web
read poetry. during the open
"Students
can
·become as a soldier in Vietnam, to SCSU for site under the organizations section
reading with a small potted pine
of SCSU's web page or pick up
members
at any time during the a presentation.
tree.
year. We encourage them to
Hanson owns Sauk River Books UP Pages. Likewise, students
LLP is a recognized university come and see what we are in Sauk Rapids. In exchang~ interested in submitting poetry,
organization and they receive about," said Clare Frohrip, for his speaking, members short stories, or other literary works
funding from student dollars. junior and LLP President.
agreed to purchase ten of his books. can send them.directly to the group
They also charge a membership
As part of fall quarter's LLP will also include an outing to via LLP's e-mail account
due to· cover added expenses.
Hanson's bookstore as one of its (LLP@tigger.stcloudrrnus.edu).
Wednesday, September 9, is the planned activities, LLP is hoping activities.
LLP's meetings are at
deadline for this quarter's $16 fee to bring local author Jerry
Students
interested
in noon every Wednesday in
($5 for books, $5 for the regular Hanson. Hanson penned "Blessed
are the Peacemakers," a book joining LLP or finding out more Riverview room 102.
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6T. CLOUD
28 Fifth Ave. South
St. Cloud, Minn. 5630 I

(320)251-2569

We .!2!£i and sell used
Compact Discs
Cassettes
Videos
Leather Jackets
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Local bent,~ Jcrn, inspires dcr.ce rnxr.esS

rl

by Frank Rajkowski
Music CRITIC
Its symptoms are as visible as a
fat .man in a neon green leisure
suit. People letting loose, mingling
with strangers and shaking their
derrieres like sailors on shore
leave.
Simply put, it involves people
getting crazy and having one hell
of a good time.
The cause is a disease someone
I know once described as Mango
Madness. It is a maJady I seem to
contract every time the
.
Minneapolis•based Mango Jam
plays the Red Carpet.

Nonnally, I avoid dance floors,
at least until the tempo slows
down. The reason for this is I tend
to hit the floor with the grace of Al
Gore and the fluidity of the StayPuff Marshmallow man from
"Ghostbusters." A few select bands
can get me out on the floor, but

only Mango Jam can get me
moving like I was Fred Astaire.
One listen to the band's new

album "Flux -" their first effort on
the national label Shanachie
Records - and the reason for my
devil-may-care attitude becomes
immediately clear.
Anyone who has seen Mango
Jam live knows this is not just
some neo-Deadjam band lacking
iJl originality, nor is it just a bunch
of rank amateurs crucifying Bob
Marley in a feeble attempt at
reggae. This is straight-ahead
Minnesota rock-and-roll with just
the right dash of south seas
seasoning 10 set it apart from the
crowd.
Sure, the influence of artists
like Marley, the Grateful Dead,
Jimmy Buffet and even Lenny
Kravitz are apparent, but the music
owes just as much to the Gear
Daddies and the Jayhawks. It is a
truly original blend of positive ahd
uplifting music.
A lot, although granted not all,
of the magic of the band's live
show is present on "Flux." The
result is a blast of summer that will
last year-round. It is a versatile
album that fits in just as well on a
night of solid beer drinking as it
does on Pilla Colada night. lf you
don't drink, it is a perfect album
for listening to in your car or room
when you're feeling down or just
want to hear some good music.
The album starts out with the
pumped-up rocker "Crushed"
which is more than a little
reminiscent of Blues Traveler.

We are looking for the most

The blast of funk that is "She's
My Guarantee" will make it hard
to keep in your chair. "Cool River"
is a vivid evocation of a wann
summer day with your buddies,
listening to good music and
relaxing on the water.
"Springtime" is an end-ofrelationship song that, unlike most •
Prozac-driven weepers, takes a
hopeful perspective afld looks
ahead to new beginnings and new
hopes.
Other highlights include
"Dancing With the Spirits,"
offering up almost six minutes of
pure unadulterated groove and
"Waiting For the Summertime," a
song that goes a long way in
describing the attitude behind the
band. The song's about sitting on
the West Bank on a cold winter
night longing for the sweet and
subtle magic of summer. To
paraphrase Soundgarden, its about
i
feeling Barbados, but being
Promotional phOlo
Minnesota.
in "Family." On this song, they lay
If the band is going to achieve a but its goofiness is part of the fun.
The best song on the album is
it on too thick and the production
national breakthrough with this
·
borders on overkill.
"E'yes
of
the
Children,"
an
album, it will likely come on the
The album closes with the
inspirational tune about how
basis of "Moon.song," the obvious
beautiful life can be when it is not
pulsing drums and hypnotic
choice for the album's first single,
rhythms of "furn the Light Up."
viewed through cynical and jaded
if it hasn't been chosen already.
As the rolling drums begin to
eyes. The sweet sentiment is
The song is high-octane rock.
dressed up with Caribbean rhythms fade away, you will be tempted to
Although I've heard it performed
run to the nearest bar the band is
and acoustic guitar for an
live with more kick, it is as
playing at and check them out.
incredibly moving little number.
irresistible to me as a bottle of
Barring that, you will at least wind
The record's only real weak
Type O Negative is to members of
up recuing the disc and starting
spot comes when the band tries to
a vampire cult. It is a groovy
mine these same sentiments again
again.
mating call that may be a bit silly,
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"This Ain't Video" International Film Series
7 p.m. Oct. 10. 17. 24: Nov. 7. 14
Co-spc,nsond w,rlt TM Dt'pal'l'mtnr ofTMain and film SIUd~s

~
Children's Spoolry Story
Reading

-rroub/e in Paradise- (USA ,/932. Ernst lubHschJ
Never available on video. this classic comedy sparkles with wir
undiminished by rime. 7 p.m. Oct. 3

Tell us a ghostly tale in the form
of a shor~ story, poetry or play!

I

:::::II

Hill/Case Ha//
Haunted House
October 31

-London Kills Me- (R)
7 p.m. Ocr. II. 13; 9:30 p.m. Oct. 12

Entries due at 4 p.m.
October 17
Guidelines and entrv forms

-sammy and Rosie Ger laid- (RJ

available in AMC 118

9:30 p.m. Ocr. II : 7 p.m. Ocr. 12; 3 p.m. Oct 13

Atwood Theater-Admittance with SCSU JD

Gift certificates up to $25 will be
available for the best entries submitted
by SCSU students

Entry forms are available in the
UPB office, ATWOOD 118- 255·2205
Entry forms are due by
4 p.m. October 17
Winning entries will be presented at the
Hlll·C'ase Haunted House at
6:40 p.m. C\:tober 31
for the Big Brothers/Big Sisters
Halloween party

]IPAIO FOR BY YOUR STUDENT
ACTIVITY FEE COLLARS

visuAl

ARC:s

..,

Black and Whit.e Blues: Portraits of Blues Artists .
.Photograph by Marc Norberg
Ongoing until Oct. If in the Atwood Gallery
~
Gallery Hours: Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

..J,

fl

SPECiAL EVEDCS
College Bowl Campus Tournament

l
:

L6:30 p.m. Oct: 9. Atwood South Vo!lageurs J

SPOC:liGbC
Mi Ire Rene : Urban folk songs Oct. S
Stan O'Daffer: Jazz. New Age Oct 15

........................................
PERFORminG ARCS
Neva Russian Dance Ensemble
Under the direction of Vladimir Riazantsev. a former soloist with the Moisetiev Dance Company of
russia. Neva is dedicated to the presentation of the ethnic character dances indigenous to
Northern russia. the Ukraine and Moldavia, An exciting performance fiffed with energy and
humor.
8 p.m. friday. October II Rische Auditorium
Free with SCSU ID. $3 Non-SCSU students and senior citizens. $5 for the general public

Editorial Board
Eric J. Hedlund
Ryan Voz
Monica Erion

Shannon Swanson
Lloyd Dalton
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EDITORIAL

Ineptness rules
Social Security
The Social Security Administration has figured out they
neglected to pay a total of $850 million to 700,000 people in
retirement money since 1972- not bad for government work.
Just when the government is trying to figure out what they
are going to do about depleting social security benefits, they
have to pay out more money. Not only that, they have to find
the people they owe the money to. At least they don't have to
wony alxmt the ones who have died since 1972.
Considering the state of our Social Security system, $850
million is a drop in the bucket, but the incompetence
demonstrated by government employees is more like a typhoon.
Are we to expect another $2 billion error in the next few years?
· Quite frankly, it is a worrisome proposition. Our government
uses Social Security to fund other programs, then figures out
computer glitches years later. Combine that with less people in
the work force, and the Outcome is trouble for generations to
come.
People whine that our parent's generation is at fault, but they
are wrong. When our parents retire, the Social Security system
will already be in bad shape and unable to pay out the benefits it
was supposed to. It will just get worse for generations after that.
A completely different system or an increase in taxes would
help problems. But, if incompetence continues to be the norm,
forget any benefits the Social Security system used to reap. If .
the problem is not paying back benefits because of "Computer
glitches", then it will be the creation of another system that does
not work.

STAFF OPINION
RYAN

MANAGING EDITTJR

Johnnies vs. Huskies
In large numbers, fans

filled the stadium on a
Saturday afternoon in
anticipation of watching two
cross-town rivals.
That day in
September 1983
,would be the last
EDITORIAL
time these two
teams would face
each other for 13
years.
The matchup The last presidential race was rather unusual. The democrats
St. John's
won, which was unusual in itself, and Ross Perot's incursion
University Johnnies
into the ttaditionally two-party contest made for a bizarre and
vs. the St Cloud State
interesting struggle for top executive.
University Huskies.
This year's race should be just as interesting, but for diffe~nt
The rivalry between the
reasons. Perot no longer wields any substantial political force,
perennial Division Ill power
aDd the two parties are free once again to go for each other's
Johnnies and SCSU went for
throats without worrying about wild~card, squeaky Texans
43 years, beginning in 1925.
tossing monkey wrenches into their political machines.
The Johnnies owned the
In spite of this, the race remains peculiar. For nearly two
Huskies with a 31-11-1 lead
decades, Republicans dominated the presidency while the
in the series between the two
Democratic party was forced to live on the House and Senate
schools.
seats that comprise the table scraps of federal political pow_er.
These two teams need to
Bill Clinton's victory was seen by many as a last chance for a
start the rivalry once again
slowly dying party to seize the reins of politics in America
by opening the season
The following years were, in a word, rough for the
playing each other on
Democrats, who witnessed a GOP takeover of both the Ho1;1se
mtating home fields, which
and Senate in 1994. A year ago, the Republican party seemed
would be a sure sellout
poised to sweep the Democrats from power entirely.
months in advance.
Then the Republicans nominated Bob Dole, and things
A non-conference season
changed again.
opening football game is
It would taJce a miracle, or a democratic debacle for Dole to
highly underrated. .
win. Many old-school Republicans feel an affinity for Dole, but
There couldn' t be a better
to the majority of American voters, he is an old soldier.trying
way to start a season than by
valiantly to win one last battle. They admire his courage, but
beating a cross-town rival.
doubt his ability to function as president.
Other schools have crossIf the Republicans had chosen someone more dynamic to
town non-conference
spearhead their campaign, the election might be a shoe-in.
rivalries. Moorhead State and
Instead, they have a candidate reminiscent of an older Ronald
Concordia of Moorhead have
Reagan, minus Reagan's grandfatherly appeal.
played each other over the
Because of this, the 1996 election promises to be somewhat
years and the games to draw
out of the ordinary. Who knows? MayQe Perot stands a chance
a crowd.
after all. ·
What is stopping the

Age troubles Dole

Voz,

Johnnies and Huskies from
facing off?
Are the Johnnies afraid?
ls John Gagliardi afraid
that the Johnnies
might lose, making .
it harder for them to
make the postseason?
The Johnnies
have a good
program, but they
really need to step
up and play a team
who is a contender.
Come on, the Johnnies
have played Concordia of St.
Paul and
Bemidji
State in their

season

against Division-IAA
University of Northern Iowa.
The Panthers pounced the
Huskies 44-7.
The Huskies and Johnnies
have something to settle.
These two schools need to
settle the question of whether
a power house Division-ill
school like St. John's can
beat SCSU's quality
Division-II program.
SCSU truly deserves
another chance against the
Johnnies after failing 33
times in 43 years.
Living only a fews miles
from St.
John's and
attending
games
regularly, I
1beJohnnies are am
always
·a goodprogram, been amazed
at the
but they really
programs St.
need to step up John's has
and play a team produced, but
I have always
who is a
wondered
how tough
contender.
they ,real! y

openers the
past two
years.
Football
at Concordia
of St. Paul
was a club
sport until
the year the
Johnnies
played them.
This year,
St. John's
opened against Bemidji State
University and the Johnnies
predictably romped 20-2.
The Beavers were 4-30
the past three seasons. Quite
the competition.
·
The Huskies, in their
season opener this year, took
the opposite approach,
playing a team possibly out
of their league.
The Huskies opened

are.
I believe it
would be one hell of a
matchup. If there was to be a
game now or in the near
future - my prediction
SCSU 17, St. John's 10.
Gagiliardi and his men
need to man up and revive
the tradition which lasted for
43 years around this area and
bring the excitement back
which once was for so many
years.

• •
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Political future
depends on vote
A voter registration drive is going on this week, and it gave me pause
to wonder. As waves of freshman start college every fall, one way of
looking at it is thal high schools across the country have unleashed
another class of voters upon the country. Or are they? It seems every
generation is getting more and more apathetic.
Never has there been such a mutual-ly
despising relationship as that between youth and
MEDIA
politics. How many times have you been written
~ffi\TIONS
off as 'just an idealistic kid'' when talking to an
elder regarding political issues? American youth
is often written off as uninfonned, hedonistic,
morally depraved citizens who just don't care.
This description is accurate for a portion of them.
Even so, they're a product of society that tells
them to be that way.
.
During fonnative years, what do parents and
schools do to instill an interest in politics? Not
much. 1be first exposure children get to politics is
through the lens of history, which is important,
but equally boring at that age. Immediately,
BY JASON
politics is associated with tedium. The sad fact is
L£rnERT
it never really gets past that. The extent of
political thought in a young person's life is in
reference to schoolwork.
In high school, there was a lot of infonnation that helped me be well
rounded, but as soon as I graduated, I chucked it out the window. I
resented chemistry, and was more than happy to forget everything I had
so painfully learned. As a mass comm major, it has never come back to
haunt me.
Politics fall into the same category for many students. Political
knowledge is rarely the building block for more kpowledge as math and
science can be. Unlike math or science, political knowledge or lack there
of, will effect everyone despite what their career is. The point: for most,
politics won't get you,anywhere professionally, but as a citizen of the
country, that knowledge couldn't be more important.
Because boys and girls learn early on that politics won't get them
anything "tangible," they recognize it as "distx>sable infonnation."
Knowledge retention is not the only problem. The tx>litical infonnation
taught in schools is surely important, but knowing what year the
Continental Congress convened sure isn't going to help you sort out the
messes in Israel or Bosnia
So, schools teach issues, yet fail to teach the problem solving mindset
that most complex issues must be approached with. In a way, following
politics is hard work. How can you make an infonned opinion on the
U.S. budget debate when economic professors from both sides claim to
refute the other? There's no easy answer. You just have to investigate on
your own using as many perspectives as you can to determine your
opinion.
That's a lot of work, and most people don't like to do it when they can
take an issue like abortion and fonn an instant opinion. Which brings us
to those who may not shoulder the blame - just the consequences. While
most freshmen and so'phomores probably won't vote, they sure do bitch.
It IS obvious that the city of St Cloud has declared war on college
students. Drinking specials aimed at college students banned from bars,
the 1beta Chi incident, whatever you're talking about, the city is making
it harder for students.
You resent the fact that the city doesn't feel you are an important part
of the community with rights and opinions. But, the city council and
elected employees must represent their voters - almost none of whom are
students. Can you imagine if somehow th.is November the full weight of
fifteen thousand students was felt in the local election? You see, the truth
is, the political system doesn't want you to be involved. PoliticiaJJS are
comfortable with the current voting public. They know what to expect.
Do you remember "motor-voterT' The bill that would automatically
register anyone with a drivers license to vote? Ever wonder why you
don't hear of it anymore? I thought it was great. Cut out that needlesS
bureaucracy that only serves to discourage people from voting. But,
who's going to suptx>rt that in congress? Obviously not the right people
as it died quickly.
· The message sent to politicians by not voting is "you can do what ever
you want to me and I don't care." That is exactly how the city of St.
Cloud treats students. Why should they worry about our rights with actual
voters out there?
Someone once said voting is the responsibility of democracy. If so, it
is the bare minimum. Real responsibility goes much farther than that
Investigating the issues and finding out politicians' views are the reaJ
responsibility. Anyone can vote, given the right. To make an educated,
informed decision the true duty.
These days, I'd settle for any kind of vote from most of my peers - if
only to send a message to city council.
·

[J

Student compares
International studies
I am writing regarding the practices of the Center for International Studies. 1be minimum admission
requirement of the TOFEL score in order to study at SCSU is 475 points, which is toQ low compared to
comparable schools nationwide.
' '1 just graduated ftom SCSU th.is spring with a major in geography. I am currenpy a graduate student seeking a
master's degT"ee in geography at South Dakota State University.
After comparing the two schools, I think Mr. Roland Fischer, director of the Center for International Studies,
could learn a lot from other schools in tenns of serving international students better on this campus.
Many international students do not like Roland Fischer. He is not very helpful to student, not accessible to
students, and a little too business-like and bureaucratic. Often, we cannot find him in the office because he has
gone out of the United States, traveling in some foreign country at the expense of Minnesota taxpayers in order to
"recruit" new international ~udents.

Chiaching Yeh
graduate student
geography

Professor visits online
I just visited your on line site for"the first time. Looking good!
I just wanted you to know that many of us can appreciate the extra time and effort it takes to maintain this
service as well as write, edit, layout, print and distribute the twice weekly paper.
I hope your staff is able to continue to do both with the same success seen in the past. Good luck to all of you
who work hard on our campus publication. I look forward to visiting the online page frequently.

David L Warne
assistant professor
speech communication

Letter Policy
AU letters must include the following:
Name
Year in school (if applicable)
Major (if applicable)
Phone number
Signature
Please keep letters under 500 words.
We reserve the right to edit for length, grammar and syntax.
Form letters will not be accepted.
Please type or print clearly. '
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Housing

FALL/WINTER HOUSING.
One, two, and three-bdrm. apts.
Singles/doubles Dan, 255-9163.

1-BDRM. APT.
$360-$380/month. Basic utilities
included. Available now. Located on

bus line. Parking included.
255-9262.
2-BDRM. APT.
$415-$435/month. Avail. Sept. 15.
Heat, water, garbage, off-street
parking included. On campus
clipper bus line. 255-9262.
4-BDRM. APT.
Close to campus. DNI, NC, large
rooms, 2 baths. Individual leases.
$220/mc. per person. 255-9262.
$$$1-4-BDRM. APT$.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Off.
street parking, $15. 259-4841 .
$19!1/MONTH.
.
Private rooms in two bath apts. .
Across from U-Pik-Kwik. Quiet, wellmanaged bldg. Sub-lease situations.
$ saving oppcrtunny. Below malket
rent, tow depcst 259-0977.
$205/MONTH.
4-bdrm. apt. Individual leases.
Walking dis1anca to SCSU.
255-9262.

710APTS.
Three-bdrm. apt. $570, available
now

and

winter

quarter.

Dishwasher, microwave, A/C. Dan,
255-9163.
A Group of 3 or 4?
Large apt. complete with large
rooms. Close to campus. $205-

$220/month. Heat included.
255-9262

FEMALE WANTED.
Private room, six-bdrm. house oo
6th. Heat paid. 251-6005.
FOR IMMEDIATE SUBLET,
single room in female house,

garage, laundry, hardwood floors.
Great deal! $220/month, will
negotiate. (800) 733-5129 or (612)
531-9158.

JEFPs

'?~~~ ))>ks,

'b di
PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER • JEFF
60 MAIN ST. E., RICE, MN 56367
14 mi north of St. Cloud on
West US 10 turn left at f89"1hg
l!~ht four blocks on ·left

For Appointment or
Consultation
Call (320) 393-2654

FOUR-BDRM. APARTMENT.
Heat, cable and electric paid. New
carpet, laundry and parking

251-

FOUR-BDRM. APT.
Newer building across street from
campus. 251-0525.

BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdrm. apts. SE S1. Cloud on bus
line. $360-$450. Heat paid. Dan,
255-9163.

FOUR-BDRM. HOUSE
near call1)us available Nov. or Dec.
$225 per person. Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.

COLLEGIATEVIEW APT$.
Private rooms in four-bdrm. apts.,
heat paid, dose scsu, call 251·
8284, 251-9418.

HOUSING.
Dan, 255-9163.

Two-bdrm. apts. available now and
winter quarter. Near hockey center.
Dan, 255-9163.

during nonnal business hours.

Clean,

quiet building.

U1ilrties, cable included. 259-9434.

BEACHWOOD APTS.
One-bdrm. apts. near Coborn's,
downtown. Available now. Heat
paid. Dan, 255-9163.

-=,.,.,,=====·
COLLEGIATEVIEW APTS.

For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,

female.

8;-~.

available. Ca'mpus ck:ise.
6005, 253-4042.

Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for the Friday filition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, costing $2. Prices
are per issue.
·
.
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standipg account
with University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Fonns are inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.

M&MSUITES.
One room efficiency available for

TOTAL BODY
PIERCING
~~

Policies:

LIKE NEW
four-bedroom apt. near campus.
Two baths, new carpet, pain1, NC,
microwave. Individual leases. Heat
paid. 253-1320.

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING.
Live at SCSU's best off-campus
student
housing
complex.
Whirlpool, heated palking (if
available), new carpet and on- sight
caretakers. Located across from
Halenbed< Hall. One male and one
female room available either for

~me:~~~ =~:r~aJ~r(~)~:

0234.

ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Available immediate~. S1arting at
$360/month. Call Apartmen1
Finders, 259-4040.
PARKING AVAILABLE
one block from Halerbeck. $25 per
momh.253-1154.
ROOM IN HOUSE FOR RENT.
Very
nice!
Male.11emale,
$210/month. Phone 267-3291,

Greg.
SINGLE ROOMS 'AVAIL NOW.
Individual leases. $205-$220/mo.
Close to campus. *Large rooms.
'Off street par1<ing. 'Heat included.
'255-9262.
SINGLE ROOMS.
Maleftemale. Eight grea1 locations.
Qualny living. Dan, 255-9163.
SUBLEASES.
Male/female, single/double in
houses. Great locations, quality
living, free parking. Dan, 255-9163.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units close to
SCSU. Dishwashers,

micros and heat paid. Results
Property Managemen1, 253-0910.

SUPER LOCATION.
One in four-bdrm. apt. New·carpet.
$199-$235. 5th Ave. and 61h St. 2510525.
TWO-BDRM APT.,
close to SCSU. Also single rooms in
three and four. Call 251-8284, 2519418.
VACANCY
for males and females in three and
four bedroom apts. and house. Heat
paid, parking, laundry, campus
close. Quiet and clean, E.P.M. 251·
6005.

Attention
AFFORDABLE ACNE CARE
ls available on campus. Consult with
our qualified staff. Compare our
prices on your acne medications.
Call HeaNh Services 255-3193 for
appointmen1
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available
from sponsors!! No repayments,
even!! $$$ Cash for college $$$.
For info: (800) 243-2435 or (800)
AID2 HELP.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSI
Over $6 billion in public and private
sector grants and scholarships are
now available. All students are
eligible. Let us help. For more info.
call: (800) 263-6495 ext F56815.
ATTENTION INTERNET USERS:
Tired of busy signals? Tired of time
limits? Call Netlink Communications
at 259-4069 for more information on
internet access.

Community Bio-Resources

COMMUNITY BIO-RESOURCES,
Inc. cordially invites you to attend
our grand opening celebration
Thursday, October 17, 1996. Tours
at the center will be from 11 :00 a.m.
until 5:00 p.m. Ribbon-cutting
ceremony
at
11:00
a.m.
Refreshments and hors d'oeuvres
will be served at the center from
11:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. 2019
Stearns Wey, St. Cloud, MN 56303.
RSVP K~e Ault at (320) 259-6300.
FREET-SHIRT+ $1000.
Credit card fund raisers for
fraternities, sororities and groups.
Mf campus organization can raise
up to $1000 by earning a whopping
$5/VISA applk:a1ioo. Call (800) 9320528 ext. 65. Qualified callers
receive free t-shirt.

GOV'T FORECLOSED
homes for pennies on $1 .
Delinquent tax, repo's, reo's. Your
area. Toll free, (800) 898-97?8 ext.
H-3883 for current listings.
NEW STUDENTS:
MN law requires you to turn in
immunization info. during your first
quarter. Forms available at Health
Services, Hill Hall. For more info.,
255-4855.
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS.
Professional. 240-2355.
SCHOOL GETTING TOO
EXPENSIVE?
I can show you how 1o P"I for n and
secure your Mure possibly before
you graduate! Brad, 259-6850.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area. Toll free,
(800) 898-9778 ext. A-3883 for
current listings.

r--$"s.ocr-7
I

Bring this

I

Community Bio-Resources would iike to welcome back all area
students, and invites you in to see our brand new state of the .art
plasma collection center. The plasma you donate will be made into
vital medical products that save lives . Because your donation is so
important, you will be compensated for your time. Plasma donation
is completely safe and easy, bring your books and study or just relax .

: coupon for a :
I $5.00 bonus on 1
I
your first
I
I
donation.
I

Call for an appt. Today 259-6300

I Community Bio-Resources, Inc. I
I._
2019 Stearns Way
I
I ,.
St. Cloud, MN 5630.3· , .J

_______ _

Students spend
130 MILLION DOLLARS
in St. Cloud

somei
rt

pays to advort1so.

255-3943
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If ycia':N . "doing" too macli foot work., or "doing" a lo-va/liata
tliing witli yoar car, Do. Tbc :BUS ... in'&tcad! 'Pick., ap yoar Matro
Bai Qaartar 'Paii for $18 at tlia Atwood Main Daik.,. rt·i good for
anlimitad ride$ on tlia Campa$ Clippar or tlia antira Matro Bai iyitam! Sooo - Don't waar oat yoar faat. waita yoar car or pat ap Witli
park.,ing prohfomi. "Do Tbc :BUS" iil'&tcad - 1\11 o-vcr town! .
Roata icbadaki and qaartar pai'&a'& a'\tailahla at Atwood M-ain Da'&k., .

.MflilQ.._,

For more information, call 251-RIDE

Wfiatc-vcr yoa do ... Do tfic BUS ... huitcad

....

i

